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1. Introduction 
Let G be a finite group and let K be a field of characteristic p> 0. Suppose 
that H is a normal subgroup of G and M is a KH-module of dimension one. The 
purpose of this paper is to develop some of the structure of the cohomology ring 
Ext&(MtG MtG) where MT’ = KGOKHM is the module induced from M. More 
precisely we characterize the maximal two-sided ideals of the ring in terms of the 
maximal ideal spectrum of Ext&(K,K). 
Interest in this problem arose during a recent visit to Northwestern University 
during which David Benson and the author used diagrammatic methods to compute 
the cohomology ring ExtgG(N,N) for the examples in the following table. 
G Dim N 
M,, (Mathieu group) 44 
PSL(3,3) 20 
A, (alternating roup) 14 
S, (symmetric group) 2 
Here K is a splitting field in characteristic 2 for the given group G, and N is the ir- 
reducible module of the given dimension. In each of the four cases the cohomology 
ring had the structure 
where deg yr = 1, deg yz = 2. Of interest here is the fact that y1 and y2 do not com- 
mute. In fact, there is a ring epimorphism v/: Extg,(N,N)+Matz(K), the ring of 
2 x 2 matrices over K, given by 
0 1 
W(YI)’ I 0 3 L 1 0 1 4eJ2) = () 0 . [ 1 
* This work was partially supported by NSF. 
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In the last example where G = S,, NzMTc where M is a KH-module of dimension 
one for H=A4. Further investigation shows that the noncommutativity in the co- 
homology ring is a direct consequence of the induction process. It is this pheno- 
menon that is examined in this paper. 
In Section 2 we provide a general matrix form for the cohomology ring of an in- 
duced module in terms of the H-cohomology of the module and its G-conjugates. 
In the following section the case in which DimM= 1 is considered. From the variety 
V,(K), we define a collection of homomorphisms from the cohomology ring of 
MT’ into a finite dimensional matrix algebra over K, and characterize their images. 
Each such homomorphism determines a finite number of maximal two-sided ideals, 
and in Section 4 it is shown that the determined collection of ideals is complete. It 
seems likely that Theorem 4.3 has an analog for the cohomology ring of any KG- 
module N. That is, any maximal two-sided ideal of Exti,(N, N) may necessarily 
contain the kernel of the restriction to some cyclic shifted subgroup (u,) (see 
Theorem 3.1). One possible method of proving such a theorem would be to find a 
generalization of Proposition 4.1, which is a sort of Cayley-Hamilton Theorem for 
cohomology rings. Unfortunately the proof of Proposition 4.1 uses all of the specia- 
lized hypotheses of the paper. We conclude the paper by using the results to com- 
pute some examples. 
2. General results 
Throughout the paper we shall assume that His a normal subgroup of the finite 
group G and that K is a field of characteristic p>O. Let M be a finitely generated 
KH-module. Let MtG = KG BKHM denote the induced KG-module. If L is a KG- 
module, let L, and LH be, respectively, the restriction of L to H and the H-fixed 
points of L. 
The following is routinely verified and we leave the proof to the reader. 
Lemma 2.1. (MTG)H= (Mu)“. 
The symbol K will also be used to denote the trivial KG-module. Let Q be the in- 
jective hull of M, and let Q,‘(M) = Sz- ‘(M) be the cokernel of the injection 
M--+ Q. Inductively we define Q-“(M) = sZP ‘(ST”“(M)). 
Lemma 2.2. For any s>O, 
Ext&(K,M)rEXtgH(K,Q2S(M)) = HomKH(K, 52-‘(M)). 
Proof. By the long exact sequence for cohomology we know that Ext’(K,M)G 
Ext ‘- ’ (K, f2 ’ (M)) for t > 1. Hence by repeatedly applying this rule we get that 
EXti;,(K,M) z Exti&K, Q-S+ l(M)). 
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The last step follows from the long exact sequence and the fact that the map 
Hom,(K, M) --f Hom&K, Q) 
is surjective since K is irreducible. 
If L,N are KG-modules, then Horn ,&L, N) and Ext&,(L, N) are KG-modules 
under the usual conjugation operation. As Hacts trivially on these modules we may 
consider them as K(G/H)-modules. 
Proposition 2.3. For any ~20, Exti,(K,M”) is a projective K(G/H)-module. 
Proof. Note that because HC G, Q,“(MTG)z (Q;S(M)TG)H. So by Lemmas 2.1 
and 2.2 
Hence Exti,(K,MtG) is a direct sum of copies of (KH)tG’H and each of these is 
projective. 
Corollary 2.4. For any n 2 0, 
Ext* (K MtG) = (Ext,&(K MT’)) G’H. KG 3 9 
Proof. Consider the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence whose &term is 
E?‘= EXt~~,,,~(K, Ext&,(K, MT’)). 
This spectral sequence converges to Ext~G(K,MTG). By Proposition 2.3, E;‘=O 
whenever r> 0. Hence 
EXt;,(K,MTG) =Ext&)(K, Ex&,(K,MTG)) = (Ext;&K,MtG))G’H 
as desired. 
An immediate consequence of the corollary is the following. 
Corollary 2.5. The restriction map 
monomorphism. 
re~,~:EXt~G(~,~TG)~~Xf~H(~,~TG) is a 
Now suppose that A4 is an indecomposable KH-module. It is well known that 
Ext;G(~tG,~tG)~Ext;G(K, Hom,(MtG,MTG)). 
Moreover, 
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by Frobenius reciprocity. Here L* is the K-dual of the module L. Consequently by 
Corollary 2.4, 
Ext;,(MTG, M”) = (Ext&(MtG, MT’)) G’H. 
It should be emphasized that this is a (graded) K-algebra isomorphism. 
Let 1 =x1,x2, . . . . x, be a complete set of representatives of the left cosets of H in 
G. Then (MTG)H= C:=, xi @A4 where this sum is direct. Suppose that 
a 
. . . -+E,-&M-t0 
is a minimal K&projective resolution of M. It can be checked that 
. . . -‘El 
TV TG_,~~G__,~ 
+Eo 
is a minimal KG-resolution of MtG and its restriction to H is a minimal KH-resolu- 
tion of (MTG)H. We have that Exti,(MTG,MTG)Z C;,jEXt~H(XjOMIX;OM). If 
YE EXt~H(Xj@M,Xi@M), then the action of G/H on y is defined by 
Xk YXI, ’ = ds(x,&; ‘) E EX&(XkXj@M,XkX;@M) 
where f E HOm,(Xj@ E,,X,@M) is a Cocyck representing y. If XkXjEX/H, 
X,X; E X, H, then X, YX; ’ E EXt:, (xr @ M, x, @ M) . 
Suppose that ~;jEExt~~(Xj@M,X;@M) and y r~Ext&(Xl@M,Xk@M). Let 
y;, v;, be the corresponding elements of Exti;(M t”G ,MTG). In this context we get 
that yI vi, is zero if j# k, while if j = k, then it is the element corresponding to 
yijy,, E Extig(x[@ M, x,@M). This can be easily seen by viewing v,; and yi, as equi- 
valence classes of long exact sequences which begin and end with M. The cup pro- 
duct is the class of the splice of the sequences. 
Summing up we have the following. 
Theorem 2.6. As G/H-modules, EXt,&(fkfTG ,MtG) is isomorphic to the ring E of 
all n x n matrices y = (Y;j) where Y;j E EXtiH(Xj@M,X;@M)e The action of G/H on 
E is defined by x, y = (y,>) where y,> = xk Yrsxk ’ and xkx,. E x;H, xkx, E XjH. Then 
TG TG 
Ext;,(h’f ,M )=E G’H. In particular, if y = (yti) E E G’H, then any row or any 
column of y determines y completely. 
The last statement follows from the G/H-stability. For example, if the rth column 
of y is known, then Y;j = Xk Y/~x~ ’ where Xk is the element such that XkX, E Xj H, and 
1 is the index for which X,X/ EX~H. 
3. Linear KH-modules 
In this section we specialize Theorem 2.6 to the case in which M is a linear KH- 
module (i.e., Dim M= 1). We maintain the notation of Section 2. 
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Let &(K) denote the variety of the trivial KH-module. It is defined to be the 
maximal ideal spectrum of Ext&(K,K) with the Zariski topology. It should be 
pointed out that although Ext&(K,K) is not commutative if p>2, it is com- 
mutative modulo its Jacobson radical. A point (YE V,(K) is an epimorphism 
(r : Ext&(K, K)-+K. The origin (x = 0 is the homomorphism whose kernel consists 
of all elements of positive degrees. The main principle behind this work is the 
following. 
Theorem 3.1. Let a E V,(K), a#O. Then there exists an elementary abelian p-sub- 
group E=(x,, . . . . x,) c H and a cyclic shifted subgroup U= (ua > 5 KE, where u, = 
1 + CT=, ai(xi - l), ai E K, such that a factors as the composition 
res6E Ext,&,(K, K) - Ext&(K, K) = Ext&,(K, K) L K 
for some BE V,(K). 
The factorization through the restriction to E was proved by Quillen (see [5] or 
[6]) while the remainder follows easily from [2]. Note that U, is a unit of order p 
in KH and as U is a cyclic group 
Ext&AK W = 
ifp% 
if p = 2. 
In the p > 2 case, [ has degree two while /1 (q) is the two-dimensional exterior algebra 
generated by the degree-one element q with u * = 0. If p = 2 the degree of [ is one. 
Hence for 0 as above there exists an element aE K such that f?([“) =a”, while if 
p>2, then C?(V) = 0. In fact by proper choice of U, we may assume that a= 1. 
Corollary 3.2. Let L, M, N and R be linear KH-modules. Any a E VH(K) can be ex- 
tended to a homomorphism a : Ext&(L,M)-t K which commutes with both the 
composition product 
Ext&(M, L) @ Ext&(N, M) + Ext;,(N, L) 
and the exterior product 
Ext&(M,L)OExt&(N, R)-tExt&(M@N,L@R). 
The point here is that if a is factored as in Theorem 3.1, then L,=M,=N,= 
R,= K and the restrictions to E commute with these products. 
Let Mat,(K) be the ring of n x n matrices over K. 
Definition 3.3. Suppose that M is a linear KH-module and aE V,(K). Define 
B : Ext&(MtG, MtG) --r Mat,(K) as follows. Identify Ex&(MTG,MTG) with E(G’H) 
as in Theorem 2.6 and for any y=(yti) let d(r)= (a(yij)), that is, the matrix whose 
(i,j) entry is a(yij)EK. By Corollary 3.2, 6 is a ring homomorphism. 
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Since the image Im(6) is a finite-dimensional algebra over K there are only a 
finite number of maximal two-sided ideals that contain the kernel of 6. The rest 
of this section is devoted to characterizing Im(d). One of the problems here is that 
for some linear KH-modules it happens that a(Ext&(L,M)) = 0 even though 
Ext,&(L, M) f 0. 
Let 1 =x,,x,, . . . . X, be a complete set of representatives of the cosets of H in G. 
Let - : G + G/H be the natural quotient map. Fix a linear KH-module M and a point 
UE V,(K). We define a relation - on G/H by xi-Xj if 
a(EXt~H(X; 0 M, Xj 0 M)) f 0. 
Lemma 3.4. The relation - is an equivalence relation on G/H. 
Proof. Let L;=x;@M. Then since Ext &(L;,Li)gExt&(K,LiY(@L;) and L,*@L;= 
K, we have that the relation is reflexive. Now EXt~H(Lj, L;) z Ext&(K, (Ljo LT) *). 
Because the linear KH-modules form a finite group under tensor product (with dual 
being the inverse operation), we have that, for some m, (L,@LT)*=(Lj@ Lt)@“, 
the tensor of L,@ LT with itself m times. So by Corollary 3.2, if [g Ext&(L;, Lj) 
and (x([)#O, then a([@‘“)+0 where i’“‘EEXt~H(K,(LjOLI*)*) is the mth ex- 
terior tensor power of [. This proves the symmetry. The transitivity follows the com- 
position product and Corollary 3.2. 
Let N=No,,(cr) be the stabilizer of (x in G/H. That is, if ye N and q E 
Ext,&(L, M) for linear KH-modules L and M, then a(q) = cx(ylly- ‘) where yrly-’ E 
Ext&,(y @ L, y@ M) is defined as in the last section. Let C,, . . . , C, be the equiva- 
lence classes in G/H of the relation -. In each C; choose an element Z, and let 
S;={Xj lX,Z;-Z;}. Let N;is;f7N. 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that y E N. 
(4 IffR, -x,, then y,i?;-y~j. 
(b) If yCknC,#O, then yCk = C,. 
(c) Nj is a subgroup of G/H and Sj is a union of right cosets of Ni. (Note that 
Sj need not be a subgroup.) 
Proof. The first statement is obvious from the definition of N while (b) comes 
directly from (a). If y,, y2eN;, then ylzi-zi and y2ylzi-y2zi-zi by (a). Similarly, 
if XjESi, then XjZ;-Z; and YXjZi-yZi-Zi for any YENS. 
Theorem 3.6. Let C1, . . . , C, be a complete set of representatives of the N-orbits of 
the set C={Ci/i=l,...,r}. For each i=l,...,t, let n;=/S,:fi;j and let Ri= 
Mat,(KN;). Then as K-algebras 
Im(&) = d(Ext&(MrG, MT’)) = & Rj. 
i= I 
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Proof. First arrange the indices on the elements xi so that 1 lil jCll if xj~ Ci, 
ICI1 <is ICiI + IC,l if xjEC2, etc. Suppose that Y=(Y~~)EE(“~). Let si= ICil. Recall 
that o(y;j) = 0 if Xi-t-Xj. We have then that Im(&) c @y=, Bi where BiZMat,(K) is 
the diagonal block consisting of all matrices (akl) such that ak/ = 0 unless CLd 1 s, < 
k,lr E;=,s,,,. Let pi: Im(s)--+B, be the projection and let Bi= ai(Im(&)). Suppose 
that there exists an element _v EN such that YCi = Cj. Let Xu =y& and K, =_#i. Then 
by Theorem 2.6, (~(y,,) = oQyklu-‘) = (r(yk[). Hence there exists an isomorphism 
0 : Bi-t Bj such that 
Im(&) C” ’ Bi 
A/ 
Bj 
commutes. Therefore cf= 1 (Ti : Im(&)+ @i= 1 Bi is an injection. 
Let Zi be an element of Ci, i= 1, . . . , t, and let ~1, .. . , W, be a complete set of re- 
presentatives of the right cosets of N in G/H. Assume that Zi E NW,. For each j# 1 
choose an element rjEEXt~G(ZiOM,ZiOM) such that o([j)=l and o(wj[jw,“)=O. 
This can be done because (Y is not stabilized by Wj. Let [= nyZ2 [j. Then a([) = 1 
and o(Wj[Wj ‘) = 0 for j> 1. Let y = (rij) E EG’H be given by specifying the Ith row, 
Zi=X, (see Theorem 2.6). Let yII= [ and let y/k= 0 if k#l. Then a(y) is a diagonal 
matrix whose (u, u) entry is 
o(Y”,) =a(XOz; ‘Czin; ‘I= 
1 if XuZiEN, 
o otherwise 
Hence ai(o(r)) is an idempotent in Bi while oj(o(Y)) = 0 whenever j# i and 15 jl t 
(remember that Nzi G CiU Ct+ 1 U ... UC,.). Since this construction can be made for 
every element ZiE Ci, we can find an element [ such that ai(a(r)) is the identity 
of Bi and oj(cw(c))=O whenever j#i and j5 t. Therefore the homomorphism 
Et= 1 bi : Im(4) -+ @i= 1 Bi is an isomorphism. 
It remains only to show that Bi~Mat,(K~i)~:~iOMat,,(K). Let 1 = ~1, . . . , W, 
(s = ni) be a complete set of representatives of the right cosets of Ni in Si. Let 
~i={yl=l,yz,..., y9} and arrange the elements yk W/Zi of Ci in lexicographic order 
so that a matrix of Bi has block form (A,,). Here the rows and columns of A,, cor- 
respond respectively to the elements Yk W,Zi and yk WuZi, k= 1, . . . , q. That is 
1 I u, u I s, and A,, E Mat,(K). 
Lemma 3.7. For each pair (u, u), 1 IU, vss there exists a block matrix Eu,“= 
(A,,)EBi such that A,, =Z4 (the qxq identity) and A,,,=0 if mfu or rfv. 
Proof. For any u = 1, . . . ,s, let 
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be chosen so that a([)= 1 but (x(wk~w~ ‘) =0 if k> 1. Let ,U be any element of 
Ext&(w,z;@M, w,z;@M) such that a(p)= 1. Then 
for all j = 1, . . . , q and k > 1. Let J& = w,z, , _Y~ = w,zi and define y = (v;j) by letting 
Ycd=& and ycb=O for b#d. It can be checked that E,,“= cr;(ti(y)) has the desired 
properties. 
From the lemma we see that 
Bi= g E,,BiE,,rMat,(E”BiE”). 
u,o=l,l 
By arguing as before we get that E”BiE” is isomorphic to (Mat,(K))# where fii 
acts on Mat,(K) by conjugation via the regular representation of Ni. Therefore 
there exist isomorphisms 
E”BiE’ I+ (Mat,(K))fi --+ HomKN(KNi, K~i) J+ K~i. 
Here p-‘(y) is the isomorphism on Kfl; given by right multiplication by y E N;. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Corollary 3.8. Suppose that for all i and j, a(Ext&(xi@M,Xj@M))#{O}. (This 
happens, for example, when M= K.) Then Im(d) = Mat,, (KN) where n = 1 G/H : N 1. 
4. Maximal ideals 
As in the previous section we let H be a normal subgroup of G and let M be a 
KH-module of dimension one. The field K is assumed to be algebraically closed. We 
show that any maximal two-sided ideal J in Ext&(M’G,MtG) must contain Ker d 
for some d as in (3.3). For notational convenience let H:(K) = Ext&(K, K) if p = 2 
and H:(K)= CnzO Ext&(K, K) if p>2. The proof of the main theorem is based 
on the following. 
Proposition 4.1. Let ~EExt&(M’C,MtG) if p=2. If p>2 let 
ie En>0 ExtgG(MtG, MT’). 
There exists a polynomial 
f(X)=X’+y’X’-‘+...+y,_‘X+y,, 
with coefficients yie H:(K) for all i, such that 
(4 f (0 = 0, and 
(b) if a E I/H(K) and a([) = 0, then a(resG,,(yi)) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , t. 
Proof. We use the notation of Theorem 2.6. Let Z=([ij) EE”~ where i;jE 
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EXt~~(Xi oM,Xio M). Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of H. Then for all i, 
(XiOM)P~. and we have that resc,p(<)EMat,(H;(K)). Since H,*(K) is a corn- 
mutative ring, reso,.(<) satisfies the polynomial 
g(X) = Det(XZ- resH,p(&)) 
where I is the n x n identity matrix. 
Lemma 4.2. There exists a polynomial g’(X) with coefficients in HaK) such that 
(a) re+f,dg’(X)) = g(X), 
(b) g’(resG,,&)) = 0, and 
(c) the coefficients of g’ are G-invariant elements of H&(K). 
Proof. To prove the lemma we need to identify EXt~H(XiO M, XiOM) with 
Ext&(K, K). Recall that if A = (au) is an n x n matrix, then 
DetU) = c sgn(o)al,,(l)...a,,(,). 
UC& 
Here S, is the symmetric group on n letters. If A =XZ- (&) then, as a combina- 
torial object, Det(A) is a sum of terms of the form bi,oo)...bn,O(n) where either 
b, ,,(iJ = ri, O(iJ or possibly (assuming i = a(i)) bi,,(i, =X. We claim that there exists an 
ordering re S, such that br(l,,~~(l)...b,(,XW(,) =pXs for some sun and p E H,$(K). 
To verify the claim, write o as a product CJ= o1 .*.a, or disjoint cycles. If aj= 
(i i, . . . , i,) is an m-cycle with m > 1, then we have that 
bi,,.(i,).“bi,,B(i,)=~il,iZ”.bi,,i, 
is contained in 
ExtzH(Xi, @ A$ Xi, @Ad) . . . . . EXtiH(Xi, @ &f, Xi, @ M) 
C EXtiH(Xi, @ A43 Xi, @AI) = Ext$H(K, K). 
If aj is a one-cycle aj= (i), then either b,i =X or bii E H,#C). SO choose the order- 
ing r corresponding to the cycle decomposition of cr. We should note that the choice 
of t does not matter as long as it is appropriate. This is because the restriction from 
H to P is a monomorphism, so that any other appropriate ordering of the factors 
b l,fJ(l)“’ b n,rrCnj gives the same element pX”. Hence if we let g’(X) = Det(XZ- (&)) 
with an appropriate ordering on the summands, then g’(X) E HaK)[X] and state- 
ment (a) is proved. Statement (b) follows from the fact that the restriction from H 
to P is a monomorphism on cohomology. To prove (c) we need only note that the 
element c= (J&) is invariant under the action of G. 
Returning to the proof of (4.1), we write g’(X)=Xs+~iXsP1 +**.+rl(,_iX+,~~ 
for pi E H,$(K). Since each pi is invariant under the action of G, we may apply the 
remark following Corollary (6.2) of [l]. That is, for each elementary abelian 
p-subgroup E of H, reS&pi) E H;(K) and any G-conjugation or restriction 
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ZZG (K) + ZZ: (K) takes res H,E(,Ui) to resH,F(pi). Therefore by [l] there exists a 
power qi of p and an element picZZT;(K) such that reso,&,) =res,,.(p,%). Let 
q= nl=, qi, e;= nj+;qj and let ~i=ppI. If 
f’(X)=XSq+@(S-t)q+ . . . +yZ S? 
then 
resc,E(~(X))=XSq+resH,E(~p)X(S-l)q+ ... + res,,&U,4) =res&g’(X))q 
for all elementary abelian p-subgroups E of H. Therefore we have that 
=sG, &f’(c)) = 0 
for all such subgroups E. By the transitivity of the restriction map and by [3], there 
exists a power r of p such that 
reso,,Cf’(c)Y= 0. 
Let f(X) = (j-‘(X))‘. By Corollary 2.5, f(c) = 0. This proves the first statement of 
the proposition. The second follows from the fact that any coefficient q of f(X) has 
the property that resc,&) is a product of the elements & in an appropriate order. 
Hence if (Y E V,(K) and a([) = 0, then a(cjj) = 0 for all i, j and a(resG,&)) = 0. 
The following is the main theorem of this section. It is known that every irreduci- 
ble module for the ring Ext&(MTG, ZVZt’) has finite K-dimension [4]. Consequently 
Theorem 3.6 together with the following give a nearly complete characterization of 
the simple modules. 
Theorem 4.3. Let v/ : Ext&(A4tG,A4tG)+ Mat,(K) be an irreducible representation 
(i.e., v/ is surjective). There exists (XE V,(K) such that ty factors through 6. That 
is, there exists 15 such that Ker 6 c Ker w. 
Proof. For notational convenience we identify Ext~G(A4TG,MTG) with EG’H as in 
Theorem 2.6. Suppose that v/ : E G’H+Mat,(K) is an epimorphism with the proper- 







where ,u is defined by cup product with the identity element ZE EG’H. Because the 
image of p is in the center of EG’H [4] we have vp(Hz(K)) = KI,, the subring of 
scalar matrices. So let 0 be defined by O(a) = a. Z, and let fi be the homomorphism 
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that makes the diagram commute. So /?E &(&IT’) and, 
module, it is easy to see that VG(MTG) = res,&(I/H(K)) 
p = a o reso,H for some cz E V,(K). 
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as M is a linear KG- 
(see [3,4]). Therefore 
By our assumption there exists c~ Ker d such that w(c) #O. Since Mat,(K) is a 
simple algebra there exist v~,Y/~EE~‘~ such that I+v(~,&~) is invertible. However 
&(qtf&) =O. Now write qrjq2 = [‘+ 4”’ where [‘E C,,>e Ext~G(MtG,MTG) and 
YE Cn>O Ext,&‘l(MTG,MtG). From Theorem 2.6 we see that if p>2 the elements 
of odd degree in E G’H lie in the radical of EG’H. Hence we have that di([‘) = 0 while 
I,v(<‘) is invertible if p> 2. For the remainder of the proof let 0 = q, [qz if p = 2 and 
@I=[’ if p>2. 
By Proposition 4.1, there exists a manic polynomial f(X) =X’ + y,X’- I + ... + y, 
in Hz(K)[X] such that f(Q) = 0 and p(y;) = a(resG,H(y;)) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , 1. Note 
also that t,~(y;l) = t,~(p(r;)) = ep(yi) = 0. Therefore 
O=w(f(~))=W(~(+Y,~f-l+...+Y,) 
=W(~f)+t(Y,I)W(~I~‘)+...+W(Y(z)=(W(~))[. 
Since I,u(@) is invertible we have a contradiction. 
5. Examples 
We end the paper by sketching some examples that illustrate our theorems. As 
many of the calculations are routine we leave some detail to the reader. Throughout 
we assume that the field K is algebraically closed. 
Example 5.1. Let G =(x1, . . . , x2, ) be an extra special p-group of order 1 G 1 =p2”+ ‘. 
Here (x~~_ t,xzi) is an extra special group of order p3. Assume that 
for all i. Then X2i_, commutes with all xi such that j#2i, and Z(G) =(z). We 
assume also that X2ip 1 has order p. 
Let H=(x,,x~, . . . . x2, ~, , z). Then H is an elementary abelian subgroup of order 
P ‘+‘. Moreover, G/H is elementary abelian of order pn. Let /It, . . . , /3, be elements 
of K that are linearly independent over the prime field GF(p). Let (Y be a point in 
VH(K), a ~0, such that a factors through the restriction to U= (u,) where 
&Y=l+ i Pi(X2;-1-1)+Pn+,(z-l> 
i=l 
(see Theorem 3.1). Now 
X2jU,XG’=l+ i pi(X2jX2j-~X2j1-1)+~n+~(Z-1) 
i=l 
E U, + ~j (Z - 1) mod(Rad KH)2. 
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Hence the assumption on pi, . . . , /I, guarantees that if w E G and w $ H, then 
WU, w - ’ f u, mod(Rad KH)2 
Therefore No&a) = {l}, and by Corollary 3.9, 8(Ext&(KtG,KTG)) = Ma+(K). 
In other words, Ker 6 is a maximal two-sided ideal. 
As in [2] we may identify a with the (n + 1)-tuple (pi, . . . , /I,+ ,). Thus the set of 
all a, such that Ker 6 is not a maximal two-sided ideal, is a homogeneous codimen- 
sion-one subvariety of V,(K). It is the set of all solutions to the polynomial equa- 
tion 
n (m,P, + . ..+m.&)=O 
where the product is taken over all nonzero elements (m,, . . . , m,) E GF(p)“. 
Example 5.2. Suppose that K has characteristic 2. Let G =(x, y,z, w>=:S,, the sym- 
metric group on 4 letters. In this notation A,EH=(x, y,z), P=(y,z) is the normal 
subgroup of order 4, x3 = 1, xyx- ’ - -z, w2=1, and wyw=z. Let M=Km be the 
linear KH-module such that xm = tlm where 0 E K is a primitive cube root of unity. 
Then w@M=M*. It can be checked that there exist generators qt and q2 in degree 
one such that Ext&(K, K) = K[ql, q2], xr;l,x- ’ = @I,, xq2xp ’ = d2q2 and wql w = q2. 
We have that 
Ext&#, M) = Ext&(M*, M*) = Ext&(K, K) = (Ext&(K, K)) H’P 
where J=(c23=[3&). Here <2=q11;/2, [,=q: and &=$. Also ExtgH(M,M*) is 
generated as an ExtiH(K, K) module by,ul, p2 where resH,&i) = q2, resH,p(,U2) = II:. 
ExtiH(M*,M) is generated by v, and v2 where res H,P(vI)=vl and resH,P(v2>=de 
Thus wfi, w = vi, W,QW=V2, ,4V1=iz, ,&vI=c3, P,V2=& P2V2=& Hence by 
Theorem 2.6, the cohomology ring E=EXtiG(M’G,MTG) is generated as a K- 
algebra by the identity and the elements 
To get the representation as in the introduction let yi = @i and y2 = 4: + G2. 
The module we have just considered is the last of the four examples listed in the 
Introduction. Dave Benson has checked that in each of the four examples the 
module N is a trivial source module whose vertex is a fours group. It is likely that 
this is the major reason why the cohomology rings are isomorphic. 
Example 5.3. Suppose that K has characteristic 2 and H= H, x H2 x -.. x H,, (n > 4) 
where H, ={Xi,yi,zi)~A4 with x, y,z as in the last example. Let G be the split ex- 
tension of H with the symmetric group SC,,) where Scn, acts on H by permuting the 
factors. That is, oaioP1 =u,,(~) for o E Scn) and a =x, y or z. Let P, = (y;, zi > and 
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P = P, x ... x P,, , the Sylow 2-subgroup of H. Let Mi = Km be the linear KG-module 
such that xim=Bm (e3=1, S#l) and xjm=m if i#j. 
Consider the specific case in which M=Mi and (Y E V,(K) is a point that factors 
through the restriction to a cyclic shifted subgroup of the form U=(u,) where 
u,= I +ai(Yi - l)+oz(Yz- l)+a3(Y3- 1) 
for a,, 02, a3 distinct elements of K. Hence N=NG,H(a) is the stabilizer in Scn) of 
the three points 1, 2, and 3. 
Note that a@M=MGu, for all DE Scnj = G/H. We have that Ext&(K, K)= 
@;= 1 Ext;, (K, K). So 
Ext~~,(K,K)=K[~i,,,rli,,Ii=l,...,nl 
where resP,q(qti) corresponds to the element ylj in the last example. Also 
resp,P7(qi,j)=0 if r#i. For a,r~S(,,) with a(l) # s(l) it happens that 
Ext&,(o@M, r@ M) is generated as a module over Ext&(K, K) by elements 
49, -**, qj4 whose restrictions to P are the elements 
rlO(l),1rr(l),2Y &X2%(1),2, rlO(l),&)J~ &),2yl&),1. 
In particular a = 0 unless o(l), r(1) are both in the set { 1,2,3}. Of course, if 
a(l)=r(l), then a@M=r@M and Ext&(a@M,r@M)=Ext&(K,K). Hence 
the relation - of Section 3 has n - 2 equivalence classes C, = {a 1 o(l) E { 1,2,3}} 
andCi={oIo(l)=i}fori=4,...,n.MoreoverC,,...,C,formasingleorbitunder 
left multiplication by N. Therefore, Im(&) = R, OR, where 
R, = Mat,(KA), R, = Mat, (KB) 
for s= 3(n - l)(n -2), A =N, the subgroup of permutations on (4, . . . ,n}, t = 
(n - l)(n - 2)(n - 3) and B the subgroup of permutations on { 5, . . . , n} .
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